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Vanessa Pirotta
Macquarie University

Vanessa is a PhD student from Macquarie 
University in Sydney, Australia. Her research 
is primarily focused on whale conservation 
where she uses drones to collect whale 
snot. Her past career choices have not 
always been so sticky: she previously 
worked as a zookeeper and used to 
rehabilitate sea turtles. @vanessapirotta

Australia

Guilherme Defante Telles
University of São Paulo 

As a typical Brazilian, Guilherme spends 
most of his time watching a good soccer 
game, enjoying a cold beer, samba and a 
tasty barbecue. From time to time he also 
tries to understand how physical exercise 
can alter the expression of our genes 
through epigenetics as he is studying for his 
Master’s Degree.

Alvee Islam

North South University 

Alvee started his academic life with 
the dream of becoming a doctor but 
somehow ended up studying Electrical 
and Electronics Engineering. He is always 
finding and exploring new things that 
amaze him, he loves meeting new people 
and has a passion for public-speaking and 
engineering.

Boris Yanachkov
Sofia University St. Kliment Ohridski

Boris graduated from the National High 
School of Mathematics and Science in 
Bulgaria and is currently a third-year 
Chemistry student at Sofia University. Boris 
loves reading and learning something new 
every day. He hopes that his experiments 
in the laboratory will give him the chance 
to spot something new to contribute to the 
development of his field of science.Bulgaria

Lukáš Pekárek
University of Chemistry and Technology 
Prague

Lukáš is a masters student at the 
University of Chemistry and Technology 
Prague, specialising in Pharmaceutical 
Biotechnology. He enjoys explaining 
scientific topics to his friends and likes to go 
canoeing - so much so that he obtained his 
water tourism instructor licence last year.    
@LukasPekarek1

Foteini Kalampalika

University of Nicosia

Foteini is a 21-year-old student from Cyprus 
and Greece who is in love with Biology. She 
is a lab assistant at the University of Nicosia 
working on various research projects. 
In her freetime, Foteini loves dancing ballet, 
playing the piano, travelling and - being 
a passionate blogger and instagrammer 
- sharing all of these on her social media 
channels. @FoteiniKal
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National Organisation for Research and 
Control of Biologics

Prior to his recent work as a quality control 
specialist, Hossam used to work as an 
oncology pharmacist, which led to his 
passion to study cancer. Hossam believes 
that he has a special talent for science 
communication and is looking forward to 
show them off at the FameLab Final.

Egypt

Veli Vural Uslu
Universität Heidelberg

Veli was born in Turkey where he studied 
Chemistry and Maths, obtaining a BSc in 
Molecular Biology and Genetics. He went 
on to do internships in Italy, the USA and 
Germany and took up a PhD on Mouse 
Developmental Genetics at the University of 
Heidelberg, which landed him a post-doc at 
the Plant Physiology Department.

Assia Asrir

IPBS/CNRS Research Centre, Toulouse 

Assia completed her graduate studies at 
Paul Sabatier University Toulouse III, having 
written her thesis on Immunology. She is 
currently a postdoctoral fellow, focusing 
on the relationship between immunology, 
cancerology and blood vessels. Assia is 
passionate about cellular biology but what 
she likes above all is to share her passion 
with the public.

Ioannis Papachristos
University of Ioannina

A student of Material Science and 
Engineering at the University of Ioannina, 
Ioannis is a member of the biggest youth-
run organisation called AIESEC, which 
believes in practical learning and value 
driven leadership. More specifically, he is 
contributing to AIESEC in Greece, Ukraine 
and Singapore and has gained experience 
organising TEDx talks.Greece

Sharon Omiwole
University College Dublin

If you are ever in need of a helping hand or 
a good laugh Sharon will be there. Sharon 
is a medical student with a keen interest in 
science who credits her father, a doctor, for 
inspiring her. She enjoys volunteering in the 
community and strives to live a purposeful 
life. @sharonomiwole

Ágnes Kis-Tóth

Eötvös Loránd University, 
Department of Atomic Physics

Ágnes has been enchanted by Mathematics 
from early on, but discovered another true 
passion of hers during her studies: teaching. 
While teaching Maths in university, she 
finally succumbed to the temptation of 
Physics and went back to studying again. 
Now she is an Atomic Physics PhD student 
working with cosmological ionized bubbles.France
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Riccardo Impavido
University of Padova

20-year old Riccardo, originally from Turin, 
is a first-year student of Physics at the 
University of Padova. He’s always been a 
curious guy, fond of Mathematics, Philoso-
phy and sciences, but he also likes cooking, 
doing sports and folding origami. He is tak-
ing part in Famelab because he likes talking 
to people about interesting things and loves 
seeing that he can spark interest in them.Italy

Chan-Woo Park
Kyunghee University

Chan-Woo from Korea is a student majoring 
in Genetic Engineering. Wanting to reduce 
prejudice against the field of Genetic Engi-
neering, Chan-Woo wants to use FameLab 
to share knowledge and experience with 
example of life science from our everyday 
lives so that people can challenge and 
rethink how they feel about this scientific 
discipline.

Galymzhan Tleboldinov  

JSC National Centre of Science and 
Technology Evaluation

Galymzhan graduated from the University 
of California Davis with a bachelor degree 
in Plant Biotechnology. In 2017, he started 
a job at the National Center of Scientific 
and Technical Evaluation in Kazakhstan. 
An interesting fact about Galymzhan is 
that his first name literally translates to 
‘Scientistsoul’.

Siti Khayriyyah Binti 
Mohd Hanafiah
Universiti Sains Malaysia

Khayriyyah embarked on her FameLab 
journey as a response to observing her 
husband’s eyes glaze over whenever she 
tried to philosophize the humanity of the 
adaptive immune response. She hopes 
her efforts to communicate science will 
ensure that her sons grow up knowing that 
cleavage isn’t just a gap between bosoms.

Malaysia

José Jair Cardoso de 
Santanna
University of Twente

Jair is a passionate teacher and an ambitious 
cybersecurity professional. He loves 
spreading his knowledge in a very engaging 
way. He is doing a great job together with 
the Dutch police, banks, telecommunication 
companies and anyone that is willing to 
help to ‘solve’ DDoS attacks worldwide.       
@jjsantanna

Anthony Galea

University of Malta

Anthony is a Geosciences university 
lecturer who turns boring lectures into mini 
shows to explain complex theories. His 
research focuses on predicting sea currents 
to improve the safety of mariners. Anthony 
also likes taking science out of the lecture 
room, adapting it to different audiences and 
engaging them through his dynamic talks. 
@ant_11Kazakhstan
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Ruth Dudek-Wicher
Medical University of Wroclaw 

Ruth has been admitted to a PhD in 
Pharmaceutical Microbiology and is 
investigating the structure of a bacterial 
biofilm, trying to determine what 
compounds will be able to eliminate it. A 
musician at heart, to find balance from her 
work Ruth loves to play violin, piano and 
ukulele.

Poland

Waad Al Khir
Qatar University

Part nerd, part geek and 1000 parts 
awesome, Waad is a student of Biomedical 
Science at Qatar University who is not only 
very passionate about science, but also 
loves stories and food. She believes that 
everyone has the ability to see the beauty 
and wonder of science and is practicing her 
skill to break down complicated topics for 
everyone to understand at FameLab.

Bárbara Pinho

Universidade de Aveiro

When Bárbara was a kid she wanted to grow 
up to become a writer. Shortly after she 
wished to be an equine vet. Then a doctor. 
Or journalist? Even though she ended up 
in Biomedicine, Bárbara can still tap into 
all of her earlier ambitions through science 
communication - maybe she’ll even try to 
include horses somewhere in her FameLab 
talk.

Mihnea-Ioan Nicolescu
Carol Davila University of Medicine and 
Pharmacy in Bucharest

Mihnea is trained as surgeon and certified 
medical researcher, but teaching has 
always been his passion. He runs the first 
Romanian module of Regenerative Dentistry 
at the dental faculty of his university, 
teaching students about cells, tissues and 
regenerative dentistry. And sometimes 
about coffee and board games, too.Romania

Juan Margalef
Universidad Carlos III de Madrid

Juan is a mathematician and physicist doing 
his PhD at the Universidad Carlos III in 
Madrid. He has also enjoyed the universities 
and daily lives of Brussels, Vienna, Rio de 
Janeiro, Erlangen and Barcelona. One of his 
FameLab talks will outline the importance of 
questions in the discovery of new branches 
of knowledge. @margalef_juan

Emmie Chiyindiko

University of Free State, Bloemfontein

Currently pursuing a research MSc in 
Chemistry, Emmie’s research is based on 
synthesis and characterisation of a unique 
series of metal complexes. She has a 
deep commitment to continue to make 
science communicable, relateable and 
consequently more effective in solving our 
everyday problems. @Liberal_EmmiePortugal
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Dmitry Kopelyanskiy
University of Lausanne

After finishing his degree at the Moscow 
Medical Academy, Dmitry became 
fascinated by tropical diseases. Two years 
later he finally realized that there are not 
so many of them in Russia... This led to 
his studies in Israel, Germany and now 
Switzerland, where Dmitry investigates how 
our immune system battles these kind of 
infections.Switzerland

Lucy Guile
National Health Service 

Lucy works as a junior doctor, currently 
in paediatric surgery - which she loves. 
With a passion for healthcare in remote 
environments, medical and social research 
has taken her to Borneo, Peru, Ecuador, Fiji 
and the Himalayas, but wonderful family 
and friends means she can never stay away 
too long.

Apivich Hemachandra

Mahidol University International College 

Apivich is a Physics undergrad studying at 
Mahidol University International College. 
Physics shouldn’t be seen as a subject of 
mysteries, but rather a subject that solves 
them - and Apivich wants to help people 
understand these truths with the help of 
Physics. He also reads Mathematics and 
Computer Science and enjoys playing 
music in his spare time.Thailand

United Kingdom
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Interval Act Greg Foot
Science Presenter

Greg is a successful Science Presenter with over 20 
million views on YouTube and multiple TV series with the 
BBC. He writes, directs and presents content, travels the 
world on scientific adventures, has hosted his own radio 
show and podcast, and delivers school talks, keynotes, 
and science communication training internationally.

FameLab International Final 2018
Thursday 7 June, 8.45-10.15pm
The Arena, £10 plus £2 booking fee per order

The pressure is on for the final contestants to fight 
for the title of FameLab International Champion 2018.

The winners of the semi-final rounds go on to present new topics and 
talks in our Grand Final. Don’t miss out when host Quentin Cooper 
and our judges crown the world’s best science communicator!

Clifford Johnson is a 
professor for Physics and 
Astronomy at the University 
of Southern California. His 
work primarily  involves 
research and teaching, but 
he also talks science on TV 
or online, and loves helping 
artists, filmmakers, writers, 
and other shapers of our 
culture include science in 
their work in some way.

Vivienne Parry is a science 
writer and broadcaster. 
She has written columns 
for The Times, published 
books, made films, hosted 
radio programmes and 
presented Tomorrow’s 
World for BBCTV. She is 
also head of Engagement 
for Genomics England 
and on the board of UK 
Research & Innovation.

Farrah Nazir is a public 
engagement professional 
with a background in 
programming science 
festivals, developing 
engagement initiatives 
and leading national 
programmes that engage 
underserved audiences. 
She also leads the Creative 
and Partnerships Team at 
the Wellcome Trust.

Meet The Judges

Book at theScience FestivalBox Office


